INTRODUCTION
In speech, distinctions in place of articulation of stop consonants can be conveyed by the physical properties of relatively short vocalic transitions (Delattre etal., 1955; Liberman et al., 1956 Liberman et al., , 1967 . Detailed discrimination experiments with tone glides (Nfib• Following these discrimination experiments on short, isolated formant transitions varying in frequency and duration, the present experiments examine the psychoacoustic cues involved in the processing of short single and complex transitions, which are preceded (final) or followed (initial) by an 80-ms (vowel-like) steady state. Difference limens in endpoint frequency of short transitions preceded or followed by a steady state are expected to be larger than isolated transitions, because more information has to be processed before ones, because of masking effects of the acoustic environment and possibly because the more speechlike nature of the sound prevents adequate discrimination of similar phonemes. The transitions preceded or followed a steady-state signal with either an/a/-like or/u/-like formant pattern in order to examine whether discrimination is affected by the differ- Subjects were seated in front of a terminal and heard two formant glides in 300-ms low level noise binaurally at a comfortable listening level. By pressing the appropriate mouse key they indicated whether both stimuli in a pair were the same or different. Feedback was given after each response. Before each testing series subjects were informed that the proportion of catch trials was fixed at 50%, so that they could adjust their criterion accordingly.
Difference limens were calculated according to the theory of signal detectability (TSD, Egan and Clarke, 1966). The significant effects related to factors of transition position and relative rate-of-frequency change will be discussed separately in the next sections, followed by a description of some relevant psychoacoustic cues.
Transition position (initial versus final)
The just-noticeable differences in end-point frequency of single and complex transitions with steady states, averaged over the four subjects, are listed in Tables III and IV 
Relative rate-of-frequency change for the single transitions (incrementing versus decrementing)
Relative rate-of-frequency change is discussed only for the single transitions, as this was not a significant effect for the complex transitions. Just-noticeable differences in endpoint frequency of single transitions incrementing in transition rate with respect to the standard transition are significantly smaller than those decrementing with respect to the standard, especially when the frequency extent is relatively small (see Table III Table I duration (Fig. 4) . The difference limens in end-point frequency for the transitions varying at 10 Hz/ms are 51 and 52
Hz for the 30-ms standard transition, and 50 and 47 Hz for the 50-ms standard transition in initial and final position, respectively. They are lower for the 50-ms standard transitions with a rate-of-frequency change of 5 Hz/ms, i.e., 42 and 38 Hz, in initial and final position, respectively (Fig. 5) . Two ANOVAs were performed, one comparing the two different durations and one comp_a_ring the two different rate-offrequency changes, as the statistical design was not completely balanced. A three-way factoffal design with subjects as a random factor, and duration, position, and relative rateof-frequency change as fixed factors revealed a significant effect of duration [F(2,7) =23.4, p <0.01].
A three-way factoffal design with subjects as a random factor and transition rate, position, and relative rate-offrequency change as fixed factors showed highly significant effects of rate-of-frequency change, i.e., [F(2,7)=188.2,  p<0.001], and position of the transition, i.e., [F(2,7) =31.9, p<0.001]. Decreasing the rate of frequency change from 10 to 5 Hz/ms for the same transition duration improves discrimination, as is illustrated in Fig. 5 for the 50-ms transitions. This improvement in discrimination is partly explained by a larger temporal difference and partly by a decrease of frequency uncertainty with decrease of transition rate.
The smaller difference limens in the constant rate condition can be explained by the excellent temporal resolution of the auditory system, rather than by the lower rate of frequency change (compared to the difference limens varying in transition rate). Small temporal changes affect discrimination markedly (see also van Wieringen and Pols, 1992, 1994), even when the total duration of transition and steady state remains constant. Discriminability can, to some extent, also be cued by changes in loudness, because a change in duration is associated with a change in energy (e.g., Watson and Gertgel, 1969). We have tried to prevent loudness from being a cue by keeping the total duration of the stimulus constant. Nevertheless, loudness may still cue discrimination if the subject listens to changes in the duration of the transition. 1988b; Elliott et al., 1989, 1991; Porter et al., 1991) . We interpret the improvement in discriminability in terms of an increase in processing time. The spectral change of a longer stimulus is less than that of a shorter one. It is expected that the less the formant frequency changes, the easier it is to determine the end-point freq.uency of the stimulus. Furthermore, which psychoacoustic cues are used by the listeners depend on whether frequency extent or transition duration are varied experimentally. Relatively small temporal changes strongly affect discrimination, not only when the duration of isolated transitions is varied (van Wieringen and Pols, 1992 Pols, , 1994 Subsequent experiments with more speechlike and (manipulated) natural speech tokens will examine whether the perceptual asymmetries found in psychoacoustic and speech perceptual experiments are related to each other.
